
 
 
 
 

Dear Parents and Carers,  
 
The snow finally arrived this week.  A massive well done goes to our facilities team 
who managed to grit and clear the site ready for a prompt start on Monday.  If we do 
have to close the school because of snow, students will have access to online learning 
and we will contact you via text message. The website will also be updated so please 
keep checking in that eventuality.  
 
Thank you to all parents for your support with our return to masks in communal 
areas.  We have been moved up to Level 2 this week as we have seen a rise in cases 
but they remain low when compared nationally.  
 
Our November School newsletter can be found by following this link: November 2021 updated(4).pdf 
(ivanhoe.co.uk) 
 
A few updates from me. 
 
 
 
We are still getting a substantial number (50) of students forgetting or not bringing a mask to school. We are 
providing them with a disposable mask (obviously at a cost to the school) but many of these need replacing through 
the day as the elastic breaks or students lose them. Therefore, we ask that you take the opportunity this weekend to 
ensure your child has a reusable mask they can bring to school for next week. It is also much better for the  
environment to use a reusable mask. 
 

 
We are very excited to have started working with Citizens UK. Citizens UK is a ‘Community 
Organising Charity’ that brings together local groups, helping them develop leadership and a 
social voice to make real changes to their community. At Ivanhoe we are starting work alongside other schools in the 
LiFE MAT on some of their youth campaigns. The first of these is focussed on mental health.  
 
We have begun by having a ‘listening campaign’ in school where students have shared their thoughts on the mental 
health issues affecting them and their peers and how they think we can start to make changes within our school 
community to offer more support. Our Student Mental Health Champions will be taking part in a virtual campaign 
meeting with Citizens UK and other schools in the group in December.  
 
In the new year our student council will be working on achieving the ‘Refugees Welcome’ School Accreditation and  
leading an Anti-Racism Campaign. These are fantastic opportunities for our students to learn more about diversity, 
social issues and develop their leadership skills. 
 
 
 
 
If your child is staying with us for Year 10 next year you should have received a letter with details regarding the next 
steps, including a drop-in session on 8th December to discuss option subjects. If you haven’t received the letter, 
please contact Mrs Boussida at e.boussida@ivanhoe.co.uk 
 
 
 
 
You can see our wonderful orchestra performing at the Ashby Christmas event on Saturday 4th December at   
11.30am – 12.00pm. 
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Our House Leaders are coordinating  a reverse advent 
collection, collecting items for Rainbows Children’s 
Hospice and One Roof Leicester Homeless Charity.  
 
Students are planning their collections in form 
groups. Here is a list of items that the charities have 
requested for the Christmas collections. 
 
We hope you can join us supporting these 2 fantastic 
charities. 
 
 
 
In Year 9 English, we have started the year with the pre-19th Century novel, A Sign of Four by Arthur Conan-Doyle. 
This continues our story of English from Year 8 where they ended the year with Romantic poetry and will give them a 
solid introduction to one of the types of literature they will study at GCSE. 
 
Our usual routine in English is a retrieval practice, which can vary from questions 
related to the novel, vocabulary they need to understand, prior learning on 
context, knowledge from last year etc; followed by reading from the booklet or 
novel, with note taking, and then end with an independent reading or writing task.  
 
We have focussed a lot of attention on analytical skills of language and structure 
as these feature heavily at GCSE but also to gain confidence in analysing more 
archaic vocabulary and contextual ideas. 
 
 

 
We are working hard in school to support students with anxiety. Our school nurses have provided the following links 
to resources to assist students who are struggling with anxiety. We have included all the links to resources on our 
website in our student wellbeing section.  
 
If students have accessed all these strategies and still need help they can contact the public health nursing team 
directly for an appoint. Full details including the contact number can be found here. 
https://www.ivanhoe.co.uk/more/managing-anxiety  
 
 
 
 
Thank you to everyone who supported our Children in Need charity day, it has been 
a long time since we have seen such a well stocked cake sale! The total count is in 

and we raised a fantastic £760.49.  

More details will be shared in our December newsletter. 
 
 
Stay safe and best wishes 

 
Mrs. Allford, Headteacher 
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